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Are You Triggered?

Horses react in various ways to different stimuli. In this experiment, I will investigate

how different triggers variously stimulate a horse’s emotion. I hypothesize the horses will have

different reactions to the triggers rather than having the same responses. This topic is important

because horse owners may want to know how one of their horses reacts differently than another.

Also, horse owners typically want to know what their horse’s specific trigger point is so they can

work with their horse individually to overcome that fear. Lastly, if your horse has a fear of

something, such as a plastic bag, owners may want their horse to overcome that fear since a

plastic bag is something they may commonly see, though they have to identify that fear before

overcoming it.

Method

A commonly used method, the scientific method, was used to carry out this science

project. In this experiment, I will be testing to see how different triggers variously stimulate

horse emotions. Horses have many types of reactions and sometimes respond differently than

others. I will be attempting to receive multiple emotions out of each horse, such as anger,

surprise/fear, wariness, drowsiness, and attention. I hypothesize that each horse will have a

different reaction to each trigger rather than having the same response. Each horse is

expected to respond differently over the 10 trials of each trigger, but there will most likely be

a similarity from each individual horse with their response. All horses have certain trigger

points that can cause them to react differently. Therefore, a green (young) or untrained horse

will likely react differently than an old, trained, and retired horse.
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Materials

Many materials were used to complete this project. There were five horses tested in this

study. Five 10 foot lead ropes and 5 horse halters were used to gather horses to prepare them for

the project. A hula-hoop with internal rain-maker beads was used to stimulate the fear emotion.

A large tarp was used to stimulate the wariness emotion. A three-quarter filled gallon bucket

filled with any brand of horse grain was used to stimulate the anger emotion. An empty plastic

water bottle was used to stimulate the attention emotion. A 60 ft. diameter round pen was used to

stimulate the drowsiness and anger emotion. A regular notebook and any brand of a pen, pencil,

or marker were used to log each reaction. An iPhone was used to record and photograph the

actions and triggers that were performed during the experiment. Jennifer Harvey, a horse trainer,

assisted with this experiment.

Procedures

There were many procedures that were performed to conduct this project. The first step I

had to do was gather my materials and situate all five horses in a large area. Next, you perform

the triggers, starting with anger. Have all your horses in your round pen and stand outside. Get

your bucket of grain and shake it near the horses standing at the gate. Your horses will be

anxious for the grain and will start to get irritated at the others. Once a horse shows anger, pull

him out of the round pen and continue the process with the remaining. Repeat this until two

horses remain, then go into the round pen with the two horses. Put the bucket on the ground in

the middle of them and step away, they could possibly fight for it or just share. Log each of your

horse’s responses on your notepad. Perform the attention trigger to your horses by first having all

of your horses in a large area. Grab your empty water bottle and approach one of your horses.

Stand about five feet away from them and squeeze the water bottle. They will either react
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immediately or don’t respond. Do this for each horse and log each horse's reaction on your

notepad. Perform the drowsiness trigger by first having your horses in the round pen once again.

To get the drowsiness response, execute what is called the “Trust Technique” by having your

horse about two feet away from you and stand or sit still. Do this in 30 second intervals, your

horse may drop its head, blink, etc., if not, try again once more. If there is or isn’t a response, do

it for each horse and log each reaction. Perform the wariness trigger by first having your horses

in your large area. Wrap yourself or your partner in a large tarp, then slowly approach each horse

one by one. Whoever is not wrapped in the tarp, you or your partner, record each response from

the horses. Stop your action when your horse responds, if they don’t respond, however; stop

when you are right next to them. Perform the surprise/fear trigger by first having your horses in

your large area. Next, have your hula-hoop with internal rainmaker beads in hand and approach

one of your horses. Once about five feet away, hit the hula-hoop against the ground and it will

make a rackety sound and your horse should immediately react. They may jump, run, etc., but do

this for each horse and log their reactions. This project required a minimum of five trials that

were needed to be performed. Finish by graphing your results in your logbook.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the outcome of this experiment showed that horses do react in various

ways to constant triggers rather than having the exact same response.

Results

The results from this experiment were expected. My hypothesis was supported in this

experiment. The results for this experiment showed the surprise/fear trigger had an average of

80% reaction rate. The drowsiness trigger had an average of 96% reaction rate. The wariness
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trigger had an average of 72% reaction rate. The anger trigger had an average of 76% reaction

rate. The attention trigger had an average of 100% reaction rate.

Discussion

Have you ever thought about how horses differently react to stimuli? Paolo conducted an

experiment testing horse emotion and how common the regular fear reaction of snorting was. He

used 33 horses that vary from 6-24 years of age. He also used a remote-control device to

suddenly inflate a balloon, and a heart rate monitor strap to record each horse’s heart-rate. His

results showed that when the horse snorts, it is typically linked to fear and the high heart-rate.

(Baragli, 2018)

In this experiment, Victoria conducted an experiment testing how horses respond to

human emotion. Her and her team showed large print-outs of photos of male angry faces to 28

different horses. One person walked into the stall presenting the print-out while the other held the

horse. Her results showed that the horses all looked at the face with their left eye, because their

brains are wired to where the left eye’s input is processed by it. They also showed wariness and

caution towards the face. (Gill, 2016)

Have you ever thought about how and why horses react differently? According to

horsejournals.com, “A trigger point is basically a trigger that can cause the horse to associate a

specific stimulus with a fear-based response.” (Clinging, 2019)  The author of

horse.extension.org states that, “The horse perceives a stimulus, or cue, such as the rider's leg or

body weight (seat). The horse then makes a random response to the stimulus. If the response is

correct, the horse receives positive reinforcement (reward).” (Griffin, 2019)

Conclusion and Future Study
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In this experiment, my hypothesis was supported. The experiment worked because I was

able to find the best way to receive each reaction from my horses. Another way my experiment

worked was because the horses cooperated with the triggers. The results of this experiment

proved that horses do react in various ways to constant triggers rather than having the exact same

response. If I were to do this project again in the future, I would have a larger sample size. I

would also use more animals such as dogs, cats, goats, humans, etc.
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Appendix

Table A1

Anger Attention Drowsiness Surprise/ Fear Wariness

Breezy 80% 100% 100% 80% 80%

Duchess 40% 100% 100% 100% 80%

Joe 100% 100% 80% 100% 60%

Lena 60% 100% 100% 20% 40%

Scooter 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Responded 76% 100% 96% 80% 72%

Not Responded 24% 0% 4% 20% 28%

Figure A1

Figure A2
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Figure A3

Figure A4
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Figure A5

Appendix B
Table B1
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Breezy Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction: Relaxed/
angled back ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Ears pinned Forward Ears Relaxed/ angled ears
back, shut-eyes

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, ran away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, shut-eyes

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, ran

Ears angled back, ran
away

Trial 3 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed ears, shut-
eyes

Walked away and
dismissed trigger

Ears angled back,
walked away

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears to side, jogged off Sniffed, stayed put,
dismissed trigger

Trial 5 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Jumped, side ears,
walked away

Ears to side, backed off

Response Percentage 80% response 100% response 100% response 80% response 80% response

Table B2

Duchess Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction: Relaxed/
angled back ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled ears
back, blinking

Ears to side, eyes wide,
ran away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears

Ears to side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
bolted

Trial 3 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears angled back,
walked away

Ears angled back,
bolted

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears angled back,
walked away

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Trial 5 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears angled back,
walked away

Ears back, backed away

Average 40% response 100% response 100% response 100% response 80% response

Table B3

Joe Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction: Relaxed/
angled back ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)
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Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Pinned ears, bit and
chased another horse

Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking, dropped
head

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped

Ears angled back,
walked away

Trial 3 Pinned ears, kicked Forward ears Relaxed ears, chewing,
blinking

Ears angled back,
jumped

Walked away,
dismissed trigger

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Didn’t drop head, alert
to outside items

Ears to side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
backed off

Trial 5 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Jumped, ears to side,
walked away

Walked away,
dismissed trigger

Average 100% response 100% response 80% response 100% response 60% response

Table B4

Lena Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction: Relaxed/
angled back ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, jumped

Ears angled back,
slowly approached

Trial 2 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed ears, blinking,
chewing, yawned

Stayed put, sniffed,
dismissed trigger

Ears angled back,
jogged off

Trial 3 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Sniffed and stayed put

Trial 4 Pinned ears Ears forward Immediately dropped
hear, relaxed ears

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Approached, stayed
put, dismissed trigger

Trial 5 Shared with another
horse

Ears forward Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Average 60% response 100% response 100% response 20% response 40% response

Table B5

Scooter Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction: Relaxed/
angled back ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears, slowly
approached

Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, snorting, ran

Ears angled back,
jumped and jogged off
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Trial 2 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, snorting, jumped

Ears angled back, ran
away

Trial 3 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
blinking

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, snorting

Ears angled back,
backed off, snorting

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears to side, walked
away, snorting

Ears angled back,
backed off, snorting

Trial 5 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears to side, jogged off Ears back, backed away

Average 100% response 100% response 100% response 100% response 100% response


